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Structure of Talk

• Why reform economies and their cities seemed 
to be ideal candidates for external reform 
proposals;

• Some of the areas of reform that were identified;

• Why, the external proposals had little or no 
effect, and how they compare with what was 
done. 



1. The World Bank and Urban Reforms 

in Transition Economies

• Unlike developing countries, in European 

transition economies misallocation of 

resources was seen as the issue;

• As a result, reform – and particularly urban 

reforms -- could have a potentially enormous 

benefit. Simply rearrange things, and output 

could increase sharply.  



Why Urban Reforms?

• Because cities play such a significant role in 

increasing productivity;

• Nowhere in the world has a country reached 

even middle-income status without 

urbanizing;

• Most transition countries already urbanized.





2. Urban Reform Topics

• i. Property Rights

• ii. Subsidies

• Iii. Finance



i. Property Rights and Cities

“All Cities West of Budapest and East of Los Angles Follow the 

Negative Gradient Pattern“ Colin Clark 1951

“One of the strongest empirical regularities in economics.”  

Edwin Mills







ii. Subsidies and Cities

“ housing is the least efficient sector in the 

economy, in terms of inputs relative to outputs.”

Shatalin Report 500 Days: The Transition to 

Market, 1990



Not only What was Subsidized but 

Where were the Subsidies?

Many offered Perspectives on the Question of Where –

i.e.,Over-Urbanization

• Restrictions on Mobility and Over-Investment in Agriculture 

versus 

• Forced Industrialization and therefore more urbanization. 

Ultimately, it is an Empirical Question and Could Differ Across 

Regimes .



Why Over-Urbanization Could Matter

• Where to make infrastructure investments – Cities, Rural 

Areas? 

• Which cities, if any, should receive greater emphasis? 

• More generally, how to Encourage Resources to Move to the 

Most Productive Employment?

Can Exploit the Correlation Between Urbanization Levels and 

Income to Consider the Question. 









iii. Finance and Cities

Wide range of financial policies pursued 

• Household savings used largely for expansive 

housing finance in Hungary – goulash 

communism;

• In contrast, centralization of savings for 

government investments in FSU. 



3. World Bank Recommendations in 

these Areas

• With take up; 

• In retrospect, a result is unsurprising. 

There are an infinite number of ways to 

rearrange basic rules of a society, and they 

should inherently be made by local politics.

• Nevertheless, interesting to consider where 

the recommendations were wrong, naïve, and 

perhaps right. 



Property Rights and Cities

• The Bank recommendation was to not 

privatize the stock – implement a safety net 

and increase rents, selling at market prices;

• The policy implemented was essentially a give 

away privatization, in a very fragmented 

ownership structure.



Subsidies and Cities

• Provide housing vouchers to those deemed 

poor and increase rents with the vouchers 

covering the costs for the poor;

• Minimal voucher program implemented with 

the poor’s housing costs covered largely by 

not having to pay for housing and under-

maintenance.



Finance and Cities

• The Bank recommended, and USAID provided 

$30 million for, a mortgage instrument that 

protected against inflation and real wage 

shocks for Hungary’s small open economy;

• The country used credit subsidies and then FX 

borrowings to finance housing – with 

disastrous result. 



A Scorecard

• Property rights and subsidies – the Bank’s 
proposal was naïve, systems not nearly in 
place to undertake proposals. But, the 
practice followed was severely flawed.

• Finance – adoption of the Bank’s proposal 
would have been much more effective. 
Mortgage distress would have largely been 
eliminated. 


